The Risk Based Security Platform

Transform your information security program with truly risk-based, asset-centric intelligence.

The most comprehensive and timely vulnerability intelligence, breach data and risk ratings, mapped to your organizational assets, on a single pane.

"The data that Risk Based Security provides enables us to lower our overall risk horizon. Risk Based Security is the most mature data gathering company in this space. Their sources are trustworthy, and they know what we need and where to get it. I haven't had this experience with any other company in this area."

- Artea Evans, Information Security Specialist at AXA XL

**The Platform for Risk-Based Security**

For the first time, security leaders can gain visibility into the overall security posture of their organization, including their supply chain, with advanced dashboards that draw attention to the latest vulnerability disclosures that apply to their environment and breach events impacting their supply chain.

**REVEAL**
the risks that apply to your organization

**PRIORITIZE**
what impacts your assets, products and supply chain

**REMEDiate**
what matters most, coordinating across teams

Contact Risk Based Security
3308 W Clay St,
Richmond, VA 23230
(855) RBS-RISK
sales@riskbasedsecurity.com
www.riskbasedsecurity.com
Vulnerability Intelligence

The Platform is built on the most comprehensive and timely vulnerability intelligence: VulnDB

- Contains over 262,000 vulnerabilities, including over 85,000 missed by CVE/NVD
- Calculate Cost of Ownership using RBS' proprietary VTEM data
- Locate intelligence of interest with the capability to search on over 60 metadata classifications

The Platform for Vulnerability Management

The Platform is built on VulnDB, the most comprehensive, timely and actionable source of vulnerability intelligence available.

It tracks over 262,000 vulnerabilities, including IT, OT, IoT, and open source libraries and dependencies.

With this data, your team can reveal the vulnerabilities that apply to your organization, prioritize, and remediate.

Data Breach Intelligence

The Platform is powered by the standard in data breach intelligence: Cyber Risk Analytics

- Contains details on over 51,000 global breach events
- Perform Vendor Due Diligence and Performance Monitoring
- Prioritize security controls, support vendor selection processes, assist in mergers & acquisitions, and more

The Platform for Vendor Risk Management

The Platform incorporates data breach intelligence from Cyber Risk Analytics – the standard for actionable data breach intelligence, risk ratings and supply chain monitoring.

With this actionable intelligence, your team can evaluate and monitor vendors in real-time, based on five-star risk ratings and comprehensive historical breach data.

Preview The Platform today! Contact sales@riskbasedsecurity.com